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About This Game

Sadistic robots have enslaved orcas at SeaLand Marine Park. The evil Sheep Puncher robot has kidnapped sheep for the twisted
wool industry. Only the Kitten Squad is up to the task of saving these gentle animals. Players must guide the Kitten Squad,

armed with weaponry ranging from carrot rocket launchers to yarn ball guns, on missions to defeat the evil robots and free the
animals in this action game brought to you by PETA.
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Developer:
SAGENCY
Publisher:
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Release Date: 4 Jan, 2017
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OK, first off, I actually owned the original game plus its sequel Archon II:Adept as a kid in the 80s. This is just bad. This game
has bad graphics, bad sound effects, and annoying music. Neither the campaign mode nor any of the added features like a
4-player variation make this game worth any amount. Also, only local multiplayer? The only thing that this game has going for it
is nostalgia. Oh yeah, did i mention the hard crash to the Windows desktop midgame? I am glad I ONLY paid 99 cents for it.
Stay away.. Lovely map addon and its free, so no need to say more, try out yourself. It\u2019s okay let\u2019s you do things
that would otherwise be impossible. If you like MineSweeper games then this is perfect for you, while focusing on the main
aspect of the game it does great at involving multiplayer where you can either explore the world with your friends; play football
or even take part in fancy dress.
If you are like me and have no friends then not to worry; the game supplies a bot for you that is surprisingly active as if it were a
real person.
10\/10 the game absolutely delivered what it promised and even a little bit extra. Will definitely continue to play the game after
perfecting the achievements and I can't wait to see what other basic games DillyFrame can take and make into a completely
unique and fresh idea. It's complete and utter SH_T!!
You left click to jump (with NO control while jumping) and right click to fire (only once every 20 - 30 seconds).
Enemies or simple objects can take you out, with no way to avoid them whatsoever.
This crap should not even be allowed on Steam!

Requesting a refund!

. i really like this game. Okay, this is a pretty fun game from a very simple core concept. (Why didn't I think of this?)

Low stress, coherent art style, charming characters, fun gameplay. It's got what appear to be some leftovers from mobile, but
they're really not intrusive the way they are in some other games. Resolution and fullscreen support, controller support, and
borderless windowed mode all implemented correctly.

This is actually very well done, especially for a Japanese title, and it makes the simple concept transform from something trivial
into something that's actually an immediately GOOD GAME.

Thanks, devs. Looking forward to seeing more from you.
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Pretty amazing experience! The falling part was impressive and the physics simulation for the asteroid archery made it very fun
and difficult! Can't wait to see what you will all do next with this as it is early access. I expect to see much more coming from
these folks! Tested it on both the Vive and on the Oculus systems and it works great!. Probably one of the best "survival" type
games on VR right now. Constant updates, great developers!. Slider options for graphics and 2 game breaking bugs i have
found, i cannot recommend this game right now until it is patched farther, maybe then it will be fixed enough to play.

I really wanted to like this game.. good mechanics, nice atmosphere and challanging gameplay. Like Stalker Online. And it's
only in BETA.. great chill game :))))))). While interesting, this game is really not worth the price. Even if you really don't mind
the few dollars it takes to purchase it, I wouldn't recommend it. I myself regretted the purchase after a multitude of short, only
fleetingly interactive endings. It took 32 minutes for me to get all of them. The story is not presented in a way that is
understandable, and while I can appreciate abstract stories and endings, this game truly just seems poorly done. If it was free, I'd
say it would be worth it to kill a bit of boredom. Since it's not, I'd just head for games that are a lot better and often lower in
price or even free. Like others recommend, you could even just check out vgperson translated JRPG horror games.. The game is
in many ways extremely flawed. The GUI is a complete pain, especially in portions where Sherlock needs to be moved around
with precision, as he requires several second to just turn around, even when trying to avoid guards, and the game world is filled
with invisible walls. The fixed third-person perspective also often turns the game into pixel hunt. Besides that, the game also
pointlessly makes the player manually select dialogue options, even though all need to be cycled through, and all are recording in
the journal, so there's no need to ever revisit them.

Meanwhile, the story does make for an entertaining enough whodunnit, which isn't dampened even by the dismal voice-acting.
At the end of each chapter the game makes the player pick the right clues to yield the correct deduction, which is a neat feature,
as it prompts the player to pay attention and use their noggin, instead of just clicking on everything and letting Sherlock do the
reasoning. For most part, the deductions are sensible, too, though all the contrived puzzles people use to lock their saves and
whathaveyou certainly push the limits of believability.. Forrest Gump in steroids?
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